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Graft Notes of the speech of Sir Stafford Cripps at •

the opening of the Exhibition "Living in Houses" at St* Martin’s

School of Art, Charing Gross Road at 3.30 this Friday afternoon,

May 29, 1942.

I am very glad to have this opportunity of opening this exhibition of

"Living in Houses" and saying a few words' as to the importance of the subject
with which it deals*

Before the war this country had only recently become slum-conscious,

though the slums had been in existence for many decades and indeed centuries

in some oases, and those slums were not limited to the great cities; you could

find them in almost every village of the country*

The reason why we became slum-conscious was not because of the growth of

slums or the worsening of housing conditions on the whole.

We became conscious of the evil nature of a groat deal of our housing

because we became better educated in our sense of social and political values*

The old assumption that anything was good enough for the poor, was killed

and killed dead by the realisation that every citizen was entitled to a standard

of decency, health, cleanliness and even convenience*

So we started to clear out the slums - but much too slowly, and we hadn’t

finished the job when the War started. There still remained great areas of

slum property and of property rapidly sinking into slum-like conditions.

During the War at great many houses have been destroyed and we haven’t built

new ones to take their place or the place of those that go out of use by the

process of time.

So after the War we shall have an immense tank of rehousing to perform but

an immense opportunity too in performing it!

But the problem of rehousing is not primarily one of destroying slums, it

is one of the building now houses which are suitable and convenient for the

habitation of the ordinary man and his wife with their children. And it doesn’t

end with building houses, schooling and recreation are just as much an essential

part of a happy and healthy family life and must be taken care of. With the

spread of the use of electricity, gas and all kinds of labour and health-saving

devices, the convenient and economical use of those domestic aids becomes a

matter of primary importance*

So the problem is a large one - a very large one and it concerns almost

every man, woman and child in the country.

It is not merely a housewife’s problem cither, the reaction upon husbands

can be very violent and distressing where housing conditions are bad and

inconvenient•



People are sometimes apt to regard this question as one which is properly
relegated to experts, town planners, architects, builders and local authorities.

Truly we must use all these excellent people and we gratefully avail ourselves

of their skill, but they are the servants and not the masters of those who live in

houses - or at least they should, be.

Why sometimes or perhaps often they are not is because men and women don't

trouble to think about these matters or to form an opinion upon them, and so they
set no standard. Take the single question of the decline in our population# Why
do we not set a standard of flat and housing accommodation which acknowledges the

need for space and 'proper conditions for a family of children in every house or

flat? We cannot expect people to have larger or any families if part of the price
of so doing is extreme discomfort in housing.

Opinions can only be based upon some understanding of the problem .and the

possibilities and this exhibition is designed to help to form that understanding
and opinion* It is not an exhibition for the experts; it is for the common man

and woman to see, to judge, to criticise and to discuss and so to form an opinion
which will demand a decent standard of housing, of schools and, of amenities in our

post-war reconstruction.

This exhibition is, as it were, an integral part of our democratic machinery.
It will provide a standard not necessarily the best or the only standard by which

the actions of local authorities and the Government can be judged in the matter of

housing*

If democracy is to be effective it must be instructed and this visual form

is one of the best possible forms of instruction leading to discussion and the

formation of views and opinions which then can and. should be used to influence the

development of our post-war re-housing*

I understand that several duplicates of this exhibition arc to be set aside

for tie forces, and, that seems to me to be. singularly appropriate*

You may know that in the Army today there is a period, for discussion of

current affairs set aside each week in each unit as part of the ordinary training
of that intelligent and courageous body of men and. women*

I understand that the other services - for reasons of which I am not aware -

have not yet reached this high standard of interest in current affairs - perhaps

they will shortly be copying the excellent example of the Army*

But these exhibitions are a great impetus to that discussion of current and

future problems which has so wisely been made part of the Army 1
s training.

Who deserves more than members of the armed forces, men and women, to take

part in determining our future as a country after the war? No one; and we owe

them an obligation, even now' while they concentrate on their task. of getting ready

to fight the enemy, to give them the opportunity to equip themselves with the

means of judging those issues in the decision of which they will have to take so

large a part when they have won the war for us.

I, therefore, welcome this exhibition on "Living in Houses" and I thank those

who have worked, so hard to prepare it for the contribution which they have thus

made to the working out of a slumless future.

Can we this time make houses fit for heroes something more than an empty and

hollow slogan? I profoundly hope so, certainly an instructed public opinion

can and. will help in that direction.
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